
Time to get more from your business broadband? 
Reach out today and let’s get things rolling

business.sales@hyperoptic.com  |  0203 514 0341

Business 
broadband 
providers: 
who gives 
you more?

The UK's best 
business broadband*

>14x 
faster

than the UK avg**

Hyperoptic delivers 
speeds up to

1Gbps

Outpacing the competition 

We o�er equal upload and 
download speeds across 3 packages 

How do our customers rate us?

More flexibility. The only major 
business broadband provider to 
o�er monthly rolling contracts

No commitment, 
just 30 days’ notice 

BT (downloads only) 314Mbps

Hyperoptic 
(uploads and downloads)

900Mbps

1.5 1.5 1.5

Hyperoptic: taking care of business

24/7 
customer 

service

End of next 
working day SLA 

on business 
broadband 
packages 

5-hour SLA 
on leased line 

packages

Dedicated 
business 
support 

team

* Winner of Best Business ISP at the 2019 ISPA awards

** Broadband speed calculations: The UK’s average broadband speeds are 64Mbps for downloads and 14Mbps for uploads, compared to Hyperoptic’s top average 
speed of 900Mbps, which is achieved through a wired connection. Average speeds taken from Ofcom’s ‘UK Home Broadband Performance’ report, May-20

¥ The speeds we’re comparing above are those available to the majority of respective providers’ customers. Please bear in mind that some of our competitors do 
also o�er 1Gb packages, but they’re only available to a limited group of their customers whereas our 1Gb package is available to the majority of our customers. 
Average speed of 900Mbps on our 1Gb package requires a wired connection to the router.

† Times shown relate to the 1Gb Hyperoptic package 

‡ Ratings taken from www.trustpilot.com and accurate as of June 2020

§ Figure from Ofcom and our own internal recommendation survey – following the same recognised methodology  
 

Our full fibre goes all the way to your property 
That’s a connection you can rely on

Full fibre v copper? No contest

Trustpilot Ratings‡

Only 4.5 combined!

(None of our major competitors o�er this!)

Upload a 300MB photoDownload a 25GB file Download a new 5GB OS

more likely to recommend us  

Our customers are

UK average
2min 51sec

2 seconds†

UK average
10min 25sec

40 seconds†

UK average
52min 5sec

3 minutes

20 seconds†

500MbpsVirgin (downloads only)

Top average 
speeds

(available to the majority 
of respective providers' 

customers)¥

Excellent

5hEOD

Excellent

§


